Introduction
• It is typically assumed that verb meanings consist of an "event structure" constraining the events described by the verb, consisting of (a) a template built from basic event-denoting predicates (e.g. via functional v heads; Marantz 1997) • The template defines the verb's lexical aspectual properties, argument structure, and regular derivational morphology; the root just determines the verb's idiosyncratic morphology.
• An underexplored question (though see Dowty 1979 , Goldberg 1995 , Wechsler 2005 o., for related discussion) is whether there is a clean divide between meanings entailed by roots and by templates, e.g. are CAUSE and BECOME only introduced templatically?
• The null hypothesis is that if templates determine grammatical behavior semantically, such meanings should be excluded from roots, Embick's (2009) "Bifurcation Thesis for Roots" (BTR) and Arad's (2005) "Root Hypothesis" (also Borer 2005, Dunbar and Wellwood 2016) .
• If this is true, then all change-of-state verbs should have the same templatic structures (e.g. that introduce an entailment of change) and when the roots of change-of-state verbs are used in templates lacking entailments of change no such reading should arise.
• We present a broad typological study into this question, focusing on the change entailment in change of state verbs, a meaning that on all approaches is templatic. We show that across languages certain root classes entail change regardless of the template, and show morphosyntactic properties indicating that they are derived in distinct ways not predicted by the BTR.
• We argue that some roots entail templatic meaning, which furthermore has grammatical effects, ultimately arguing against the BTR (Beavers and Koontz-Garboden in prep).
2 Change-of-State Roots • As discussed, usually a change-of-state verb is built around a state-denoting root. Most accounts are inexplicit as to the precise meaning of the root; the BTR entails, however, that it is purely stative, with no templatic meaning packaged into it, such as change.
• While this may be correct for some change-of-state verbs, it is not for others (cf. Megerdoomian 2002 , Koontz-Garboden 2006 . We distinguish Dixon's (1982) property concept (PC) roots (those of Levin's 1993: 245 deadjectival change-of-state verbs) from result roots (those of Levin's various non-deadjectival change-of-state verbs).
• Examples are given in (2) and (3); for the full list of roots used in our study see the appendix. • There are morphological and semantic arguments that while PC change-of-state verbs are built on state-denoting roots lacking templatic entailments, result root verbs are not, contra the BTR and assumptions in the literature (e.g., Hale and Keyser 2002, Embick 2004 ).
We show that result roots but not PC roots entail change, violating the BTR.
Morphological observations
• One morphological prediction of the BTR is that barring lexical idiosyncrasy all roots of change-of-state verbs should show all of the same stative forms.
• PC roots generally show two stative adjectival forms in English, one a simple, underived adjective and one deverbal with verbalizing -en morphology.
(4) a. Look at the bright picture on your left. (=camera took a bright picture) b. Look at the brightened picture on your left. (=camera took a bad picture, brightened with e.g. software)
• Embick (2004) analyzes these as the same root occurring in two adjectivalizing contexts: one consisting of just a root with the adjectivalizing Asp head, one with verbal structure that includes also a v BECOME head, i.e. a deverbal adjective: • Crucially, with result roots there is just one morphological form, the -en form.
(6) broken, chipped, cracked, crashed, crushed, fractured, ripped, shattered, smashed, snapped, splintered, split, torn, baked, barbecued, blanched, boiled, braised, ...
• Under the BTR, any stative root should appear in either of (5), yet result roots seem to not appear in (5a). (Embick 2004: 358) claims, however, that they do, but what makes result roots different is that -ed/en realize both Asp and Asp R with them, while with PC roots only Asp R is -ed/en and Asp is null. This is considered an accident of English morphology.
We show below that this is not an accident: this pattern recurs across languages.
4 The lexical semantics of the two kinds of roots • The BTR gives rise to predictions about the derivatives of roots of change of state verbs:
(7) a. Simple adjectives (e.g. red) will not entail prior change. b. Derived adjectives from deadjectival verbs (e.g. reddened) will entail prior change. c. boiled, split, cracked, etc., since they realize both (5a) and (5b), will not entail prior change (since in any context, the adjective could be realizing (5a)).
• The predictions in (7a,b) seem to be borne out:
(8) a. The red dirt has never been reddened. b. The bright photo has never been brightened. (9) a. #The reddened dirt has never been reddened.
b. #The brightened photo has never been brightened.
• The prediction in (7c) is not -such adjectives entail a change of the kind named by the verb they are derivationally related to (Koontz-Garboden 2005 , 2010 , Deo et al. 2011 ).
(10) a. #The shattered vase has never been shattered. b. #The cooked chicken has never been cooked.
• NB: There are also the "derived statives" of Nedjalkov and Jaxontov (1988) . However, recent work has shown these uses describe atemporal change along a spatial or even non-spatial scale and also that there are corresponding verbal uses as well (Gawron 2006 , Deo et al. 2011 , 2013 , i.e. these uses are semantically deverbal (Koontz-Garboden 2010).
• Now, this could just be a fluke of English. Maybe some roots for some reason always require a v become head for categorization, or something like that.
• But we also see a split in again modification. PC root verbs are well-known to allow both restitutive and repetitive interpretations with again, supposedly due to a scopal ambiguity.
(11) John flattened the rug again.
• But as Rappaport Hovav (2010: 7) and Beavers and Koontz-Garboden (2012: 358) observe, result roots do not allow pure restitutive readings, having only a repetitive reading:
(12) a. John thawed the meat again.
(necessarily two thawings) b. John melted the soup again.
(necessarily two meltings) c. John drowned the zombie again.
(necessarily two drownings)
• This is very difficult to analyze on a decompositional approach.
Result and PC roots are not semantically uniform, a pattern we show occurs in other languages.
• The data above though are from English only. Could it be that these are just quirks or exceptions that do not point to a general trend? We explore this next.
5 Cross-Linguistic Study 5.1 Morphology • Our methodology was to take a balanced language sample and check for the existence of simple statives based on the root meanings discussed above in those languages.
• We targeted the WALS 100 Language list (Dryer and Haspelmath 2013) . In cases where we lacked sufficient grammatical and dictionary resources, we substituted languages from the sister WALS 200 list, and also added in a few others based on available resources or native speakers/fieldworkers. The final total was 88 languages, mostly covering the areas and families of the WALS 100, for 85 root meanings (see the appendix for lists of each).
• We collected paradigms of simple state-inchoative-causative-result state (e.g. red-reddenredden-reddened) for translations of the roots we examined in English, plus also any underlying root for languages in which such paradigms are based on a shared bound root: • We used the English adjectives/verbs (or equivalents in an appropriate source language for some resources) as translation terms to begin dictionary searches (looking in both directions).
We did not assume all translations were perfect, just that the meanings were similar enough.
• We privileged lexicalized terms over productively derived terms, and morphologically derived terms over periphrastically derived terms, motivated by a general tendency across languages for more lexical(ized) forms to be "normal" or "default" expressions (see e.g. the literature on causatives such as Shibatani 1976 , Shibatani and Pardeshi 2001 , Harley 2008 ).
• If a form was unattested but our resources gave productive processes for deriving it, we constructed a hypothetical form (marked by @ so it could be left out of the analysis if need be). This was needed for highly agglutinating languages such as Kiowa where some dictionaries give roots and rules rather than full lists of forms (Watkins and McKenzie 1984: 153 • The ultimate preference rankings for the forms we collected were:
(15) attested lexicalized form > attested productive morphological form > hypothetical productive morphological form > attested periphrastic form > hypothetical periphrastic form > no data
• For simple states we looked for predicative forms, including those with a possessive predicational strategy (Francez and Koontz-Garboden 2015) .
• For consistency, we always took the dictionary translation seriously, e.g. if a morphologically simple stative term was translated as broken we actually listed it as a result state term.
• We have to date collected full data on 73 languages, and the main overall pattern holds: from a simple visual inspection it is clear PC roots overwhelmingly tend to have simple stative forms (that usually serve as input to the rest) and result roots overwhelmingly tend not to (though there are exceptions in both directions), e.g. the following is typical: • A statistical analysis confirms this, though we had to make the following assumption owing to the fact that a missing form could either be non-existent or just unattested in our resources:
-We ignored any root meanings for which we had no data in a given language; this we assumed was not having the data (e.g. we were unable to find any data for a root meaning 'hurt' in Anejom, so we assumed we had a gap in the dictionary).
-Otherwise, the methodology was to look at each remaining root and calculate for it the percentage of languages for which the simple state was attested.
-If a root meaning corresponded to several apparent synonymys, for purposes of our statistical analysis we took one random synonym.
• We ended up with 3120 PC and 2241 result roots.
• We checked that the mean percentages of attested simple states for PC and result roots (and deviation from the mean) were significantly different. The results were striking and statistically significant (on a Mann Whitney U-test on the proportion of simple statives for PC and result roots; p < 0.001) (the results did not change if we threw out hypotheticals): • We also did a similar comparison across root subclasses (and the difference was again significant on a one-way ANOVA across all subclasses; p < 0.001):
• Some noteworthy observations:
-Age is the one PC root that patterns like a result root. We realized in hindsight that 'old' is semantically like a result root -one cannot be old without having started young.
(Old is thus a rare English adjective that entails change. This is not surprising: old is historically deverbal, from the past participle of Old English alan "nourish, grow".) -The other stand out is human propensity. But here there was a semantic category issue: the class is quite broad and encompasses such meanings as PC 'angry' and result 'surprised', related to whether the verbal forms are stative or eventive.
• Despite this, the trend seems clear:
(17) The crosslinguistic morphological generalization: State-denoting words based on result roots don't exist in the morphological form that PC roots do. The former tend to lack simple stative forms, the latter have them.
Semantics
• To test the semantic predictions cross-linguistically we choose opportunistic in-depth studies, using Kinyarwanda and Kakataibo as case studies (see Jerro 2017 and Valle et al. 2017 , respectively, both at this conference), to which we can also add the English data above.
• As a brief illustration, PC vs. result roots show the distinction regarding change entailments, and the latter resist restitutive modification, as in the following from Kakataibo: • Upshot: While PC roots behave as predicted by the BTR having a purely stative meaning, result roots always have an entailment of change, a fact that holds up across languages.
Conclusions and Consequences
• PC and result roots differ consistently across languages in terms of the inferences they generate and their morphological behavior. This clearly violates the BTR:
-Under the BTR the roots of result verbs should lack entailments of change and a form based on them would have to acquire one through addition of a v become head. -This predicts that in contexts without v become the change entailment should not arise.
-Statives are such contexts, yet the entailment is there, violating the BTR.
-Furthermore, on the analysis consistent with the BTR again modifiers should have access to the root below v become , but this also does not arise. • So what would explain these data? A simple analysis would be to assume that roots of PC verbs and result root verbs differ in that the former describe simple states and the latter states for which it is also entailed that there exist a cause:
• Defining v become as in (21a) and combining it with (20) derives the inchoatives in (21b,c).
• The change-of-state use of the PC root only entails change by virtue of v become , but the crack root has the entailment itself. This predicts that other uses of the root without v become will give rise to the entailment, and that again modification, even if applying to the root alone, will still scope over an entailment of change.
• This does not capture the morphological asymmetry. However, default Spell-Out rules for Asp and v heads might explain this (overridden by root-specific rules as with old): • This has a functional motivation: the two categories are unmarked for opposite meanings.
• However, these rules go against the grain of standard event structural approaches, whereby regular morphological rules should not be sensitive to root semantics. Yet it seems clear that the pattern governing the overt realization must be contingent on root semantics, suggesting the overall correctness of our analysis, arguing against that aspect of event structural theories.
• In sum, the root carries an entailment that can be elsewhere introduced templatically, and it can matter grammatically. This is inconsistent with the BTR.
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